What Transformation &
Modernisation means for
Insurance today

A Transformation and Modernisation Strategy protects core business
assets and supports resilience.
Large legacy software systems are both critical to the operations of large companies, and difficult to manage
because of scale and inherent issues. Application modernisation projects are among the riskiest software projects.
Many conventional approaches have unacceptable failure rates. Cost control coupled with project risk is driving
serious consideration of alternative paths to legacy application modernisation.

Legacy environments require technological change and process improvement.

Experience and capability result in innovation. Preview brings modern thinking to Legacy System modernisation. This
thinking plus best of breed IP and automated tools meets the legacy system challenge and improves the return-oninvestment.
Modern thinking requires process improvement to result in fewer errors, faster development cycles and automated
tools to reduce effort and time required to accomplish difficult tasks. This results in core system enhancements
benefitting users at every level.
Ongoing mergers and acquisitions can result in piecemeal systems that are onerous to support. Strategic
modernization builds in adaptability and provides the road map to future proof the largest legacy system.
Agility is the product of effective processes, solutions and culture that marry customer need; business requirement and
budget imperatives. Incremental modernization is an effective path to progressively managed success. Supported
by transformational tools and technologies, upgrades, legacy wrapping, enterprise integration and re-platforming
move the legacy system to a more agile place.

Finding a path to successful
Transformation & Modernisation

Using PIP (Preview Intellectual Property) processes to develop the roadmap; allocate application subject matter
expertise and in-house software development capability; Preview minimizes the risk of delivery failure (cost, time,
quality); and addresses the challenges of ongoing sustainability.

Success brings confidence, efficiency and responsiveness, evidenced
through the product speed-to-market and consumer engagement.

Preview is at the forefront of solution design. Key partnerships, extensive development experience and deep
industry knowledge combine to ensure benefit realisation. Preview brings the clarity organisations seek, providing
the vision of an integrated future combining legacy with best of breed IP, process improvement and effective
delivery. Collaboratively building better systems for better outcomes.
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